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The Regge-pole formalism is
production in the region ~t; (
are considered, and use is made
that the ~ and the A 2 trajectories

applied to the calculation of the differential cross section for A1+ photot& 10tc'. The p, A&, A&-daughter, As, and cr trajectory contributions
&—
of chiral dynamics to estimate the unknown coupling constants. We 6nd

provide the dominant contributions.

I. INTRODUCTION
HIS work was motivated by an experiment on A&
photoproduction now in progress at the University of Rochester. ' We present a calculation of the
differential cross section for charged A1photoproduction
for the small momentum transfer region ( —
t&10tt')
making the following assumptions:
(1) The p, Ar,
A ~-daughter, A ~, and~ trajectories provide the dominant
contributions for
t&10tb', —
(2) the residues can be
approximated from the I'eynman amplitude residues;
(3) the coupling constants g;~» (where i=sr, p, Ar)
and g;srbj (where i p, A=r) can be estimated using
"chiral dynamics"', (4) the A t-daughter residue is given
by the conspiracy relation' gpp
gt as
sigrp

+

+0.
t—

'

~

The approach is erst to estimate the relative contributions to the differential cross section of each of the
parity-conserving helicity amplitudes in the t channel
(NN~yAr). To do this we examine the kinematic
singularities
prescribed by Hara and Wang4 and
consider the Regge behavior s ' of each of the trajectories contributing to the amplitude. To the important
t—
amplitudes in the region'
&10tt' (essen—
tially
the helicity-nonflip amplitudes) we apply the Reggeization procedure of Gell-Mann et al. 'We approximate the
residues by comparison with the t-channel I'eynman
amplitude residues
in which the unknown coupling
constants have been estimated using chiral dynamics.

t;„&

—

* Work supported

II.

FORMALISM

We are interested in the differential cross section for
+ cVA 1. The t-channel
the s-channel process yÃ —
process SN +yA& we -designate by u+fs +c+d, wh—ere
a, b, c, and d also represent the helicities of the particles
in this channel. The kinematic-singularity-free
parityconserving t-channel amplitudes g), „+ are as follows:
gb„+(t, s) = fb„+(t,s)E'&, „+(t),
where

f~'(t s) = f.a;.b+(

.

) "+""n.~—
(
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Phys. (N. Y.) 46, 239 (1968).
'L. L. Wang, Phys. Rev. 142, 1187 (1966); 153, 1664, (1967);
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fca b= (costs. 8c)—"+&~(sins&c)

,

~

~~

&~f

, c(2.3)

a. b,'

) -=max(l) l, lt

I)

(24)

Eb„+(t) is a factor containing the kinematic singularities
in t as prescribed by Hara and Wang. 4 The unpolarized

yÃ~ SA1 is

Energy

Y. Hara, ibid 136, 8507 (1964).; see also J. D. Jackson and G. E.
Hite, ibid. 169, 1248 (1968).
c
tmic is the value of t for which

(2.1.)

and

diGerential cross section for
in part

Commission.
of Physics, University of
$ Present address: Department
Wisconsin, Madison, Wise. On leave from the Department of
Physics, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.
' Preliminary data are not yet available. The group working on
this experiment includes H. Behrend, F. Lobkowicz, A. Wehmann,
and E. Thorndike.
' See the Lagrangians given in Eqs. (2.10) and Ref. 10.
'See G. Cohen-Tannoudji, A. Morel, and H. Wavelet, Ann.

' M. Gell-Mann,

We estimate the g~, ~» from the A2 —
+pm width and
the gg~~~ from some recent work on the A2 trajectory
in x photoproduction. ~
Our results indicate that of the trajectories considered,
the m and the possibly the A2 provide the dominant
contribution to do/dt at small momentum transfers.
The A2 contribution depends critically on the g»&z
and the g~, g» coupling constants. The results which
we present can be easily modified for other values of
these couplings.

=1; t;„= 3dsM~4/ss.
E. Marx, and F.

M. L. Goldberger, F. E. Low,
Zachariasen, Phys. Rev. 133, 8145 (1964).

I

do
I

16p ss c, d, bc

f:;.b(t, s) I'

We list the 12 independent t-channel amplitudes fb„+
in Table I, together with the possible trajectory contributions consistent with assumption (1). We also
indicate the behavior near t=o as determined from
Wang's kinematic factor and the t=t;„dependence of
the cos-,'0, sinsr 8, factor which multiplies f&,„+ in do/dt.

—

7K. Vasavada
(1968).
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T&BIE I. The parity conserving amplitudes and their behavior for small I.. A &-D is the A daughter trajectory and m, is the trajectory
conspiring with the pion; 3II&, 3f, and p are the masses of the A&, nucleon, and pion, respectively.
&
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(2.6a)

+if12+~v't,

(2.6b)

fpp+, fl, +, and possibly fp 1+ will dominate the
cross section for small t.
The Rr contribution to fo 1 can be neglected because
it is zero at t=t;„and because it is roughly t22/MR
smaller than the Rr contribution to fpp ' for smail t. '
The AR contributions to flp+ and fp 1+ can present
special problems since we have no information about
the helicity-Qip couplings. However, these contributions
will be multiplied by sin'e, in do/Ct and will therefore
be zero at t=t, ;„. If the helicity-Rip couplings are
comparable to the nonAip couplings, the A2 contributions to fr,+ and fp 1+ will be at least an order of
magnitude smaller than the AR contribution to fpp+ for
the range of t which we are considering.
To get some feeling for the size of the p contributions,
we have assumed
Z, ~,~= g, ~, ve/' &(8 A )Art/'p„/ep, ;

that

~

fol

+i fll+~ Qt—

(2.6c)

Since the scalar particle does not contribute to the f1p
amplitude, a conspiracy of the type (2.6a) is not possible
for the pion. fin this case the pion would conspire with
a Regge pole which has n(0) = e/ (0) —
1. In Table I we
have assumed the conspiracy relation (2.6c) for the
pion. (In this case the pion conspires with a Regge pole
which has the same spin but opposite parity at t= 0.)
Using the Regge behavior, s '&'= ~ "~, for contributions from the ith trajectory, we estimate the contribution of fq„+ to da/dt near t =
. (See the last column
of Table I.) This preliminary examination indicates

)

t;

~+C

erg Al

~v'tp

+Rzflo

&min
—-gr/tP, A2

l, so/

const

The conspiracy relations for A q photoproduction
foo

2
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' The Feynman-diagram calculation (assuming
dynamics" ) gives zero for this amplitude.

the

"chiral
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and Zptv2r —
igvNy„~N tot'+igrt)„(Ntr&"~fit 9„) and estimated the p contribution to fio+ using a rather large
value of g, Air(= 1); gv= 1and
tt„). We found
gr = 21(it~ —
2
that this contribution to dtr/dt was approximately 10 '
that of the pion contribution to foo, the to contribution
to foo+ was of the same order when compared to the
pion contribution.
Therefore, neglecting the fo 1+ and fio+ amplitudes,
we assume

To calculate the I'eynman amplitudes for
A2 exchange, we use the folio'n ing
27rNN

+Altv&
ZA

= (1/162rp;2s)

da/dt

foo+(i, s) = rr

trav

K

I'+s»n'etlf»

ZAtAt~

pooA'(t)~A2(t)

f

+2r

"'(coset),

Boo+

2 sin(trtr )

(1+&

——

(2n. +1)

po (t)

Zoo

(2.8a)

.(cos8t)

Zoo (t)

taaAt —D(t

))

(2tr A 1

p Ai-D(t)

T""t

(2. 10c)

B—
„Ai„t)

Ir 00+

D+1)

At

Ps"t) ~'A i+A ~'A is

(210d)

= ', e(1-+ 6) 02;, (B„A„B„A—
„)A 1't'A, t",

(2. 10e)

= (f2/MA) e»t'(8 pA )(8~A,'") T„„t'0;,2

(2. 10f)

and
ZA2A17

E, m, A ~„, A„, and T„,are the nucleon,

pion, A~, photon,
and A2 fields, respectively; i is the isospin index. M,
M~, and p, are the masses of the E, A~, and m,
respectively.
Using Eqs. (2.8) and comparing the residues with the
Feynman exchange amplitudes, we obtain

2 sin(2rtrA1 D)

X

'

MA 2At'8"rrt(B„Ai„t'

M~'

(2tr

(1+ e—Ara~(t))
—

(2.10b)

(1-6)
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)
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—
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»

», o.»,

and o, & represent the trajectories of ~,
A2, A ~, and the daughter of A~, respectively. The Bz„+
are normalized such that, asymptotically,

(2.9a)

—

—
= (ptpt
I

MA2)
(t —

s02,

(2.11a)

dtrA1

dj

(2.11b)

2''

—

A

&«(1+&)

(M" —t)

t

—4M2) '»

—
~

We determine the A~ daughter
conspiracy condition (2.6a). Thus
aA1 D

&

&s, i

. (2.11c)

~ Pvrtr(n+1)g'"I'(tr+1)

dtrA1(MA'

s

X&(1+6)-

(2.9b)

~ Some factors
3f~') which would be obtained
of (t —
Wang's formulas are not necessary in this case.

from

—

dt

so

We take so to be 1 GeV'.
We now redefine the residue factors P1„ /E1„~ to be
the yz„by the Feynman
y&, „(t) and approximate
amplitude residues at t equal to the exchanged mass
squared. We also require that the pz„contain Wang's
kinematic singularity factors.

residues

from the

—L~2gA-

/

2aI" (tr+-2')

X~oi

dt

I' n

I

&01+

~

4M2) 1/2

(t

dn
cQ

o. , 0,

dtrA2

—

t)' M' "' P— (0)'(0)
—
.
aA

—

MA'

t

PaAt

ioi —
i(0)

(2.12)

the form" g tvtvL1+$, (&2 —
t)/
14 and K=0.1. This form gives
a good fit to the p-production differential cross section

For

p,

'j

grtvtv(t) we assume

', with

g tvtv'/42r=

For a derivation of (2.10d) and (2.10e), see J. Wess and 11.
Phys. Rev. 163, 1727 (1967), and H. Schnitzer and 8.
Weinberg, ibid 164, 1828 (1967)..
"This general form has also been used by U. Ama]di and I
Selleri, Nuovo Cimento 31, 360 (1964).
Zuminor,

K.
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FIG. 1. Unpolarized

in

in

(Gev/c)
FxG.

differential cross section for
with gg, ~q =0.5.

yE —+ EAI

for xX —
+pÃ at incident pion momenta of 4 and
8 GeV/c" '4
The f& was estimated by first relating the A&Aty
coupling to the A2zy coupling using partial conservation
of axial-vector current (PCAC). With the substitution
ep„/g„ the fq can be estimated from the A& p7r
width. Lin carrying out this procedure we assumed only
the AsAty coupling given in (2.10f). There are three
independent A2A~y couplings which should be used,
and our estimate of fs is lacking in this respect. Using
g„'/4s. =2.4 and P(As~ ps. ) =19 MeV, we obtain an
estimate for fs of about 1. For g~= (G~/Gv)M~'/M',
0.3.
we use 13.2 and for 8 we use —
Using the results of Vasavada and Raman7 on the A2
trajectory in m photoproduction, we estimate g»~N to

~

y„~

]

"

'2 The xE —
+ pE differential cross section was calculated in the
same manner as described in this paper assuming that the w and
the A 1 trajectory contributions dominate the cross section at small
momentum transfers. The experimental results used were those of

Ref. 13.

l

r' For the 8-GeV/c data we used the results of W. Selove, F.
Forman, and H. Yuta, Phys. Rev. Letters 21, 952 (1968); for the
4-GeV/c data we used the results of the Notre Dame, Purdue, and
SLAC Collaboration, Phys. Rev. 1'76, 1651 (1968). This form for
—
g rr~(t) was used rather than g xnrL1+X(ys t)/y'j (see Ref. 14)
since the latter did not fit the p-production data.
"See, e.g. , R. J. N. Phillips, Nucl. Phys. B2, 394 (1967); J. S.
gall, W. Frazer, and M. Jacob, Phys. Rev. Letters 20, 518 (1968).
t' H. J. Schnitzer and S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. 164, 1828 (1967).

(GeV/c)

2. Pion and the A 2 trajectory contributions to the differential
+ SA1,' gg, p» =1.
cross section for yE —

be approximately 0.5. This was done by comparing the
Feynman amplitude residue for A2 exchange in EiV~p~
Lusing (2.10c)j to the residue factor of Ref. 7 at
f = Mz&'. A rather large uncertainty in gz&tv~ (= +0.4)
is introduced because we are forced to compare residues
at t=M~~' where Ref. 7 obtains a small slope for the
A2 trajectory, and where the results of Ref. 7 are least
accurate: For this reason and because of the crude
estimate for fs, we present the 7r and As contributions
to the differential cross section separately.
For the Regge trajectories we use n (t) = (f —
tt')/ss,

n»(t) =n»(0)+f/ss,
np(t) =0 54+0 46t/Mp. ',
= 0.34+1.66f/M~s', and nest n (f) =n~t(0) —1.

III. RESULTS

nQ.

Q(t)

AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1 shows the differential cross section for
incident photon energies of 4, 8, and 12 GeV and
—t;„&—t & 10p'. For this calculation we used
—
g~s~tr 0.5 and fs= 1. We find the At and At daughter
contributions to be negligible so that, in efkct, do/dt is
given by the x and the A2 trajectory contributions.
Several values of n~t(0) between —
0. 1 and —
0.4 were
tried and little variation in the A~ and A~ daughter
contributions was observed.

"

"Except at t=0 (and therefore only observable when t~; =0),
the A1 and A1 daughter contributions were about two orders of
magnitude smaller than the m contribution.
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Since the A2 couplings are rather crudely estimated,
we have plotted the As and the sr contributions to do/df
separately in Fig. 2 using gz&z&=1 and fr=1. The
differential cross section in this model for different
values of the A2 couplings can be determined from

Fig. 2.

We would like to reemphasize our assumptions
(Sec. I) and point out again that our estimates of g~s~~
and fs have been made with some reservations. When
experimental cross sections are available it may be
possible to say something further about the unknown
couplings using a model such as the one presented here.

From the differential cross sections shown in Fig. 1,
we estimate total cross sections of about 5, 2, and 1 pb
for incident photon energies of 4, 8, and 12 GeV,
respectively. Total cross sections of about 16, 7, and
3 pb (for v=4, 8, and 12 GeV, respectively) would be
indicated for g~sa~= 1 and fs= 1.
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The application of Regge-model ideas to high-energy semileptonic reactions is taken up in some detail for
the process ~+p -+ p, +p+s- (and its electroproduction analogs), and, qualitatively, for more complicated
processes of the sort p+p~ p, +p+X1+X~+. . . .

I. INTRODUCTION

~ N the standard

assumption of locality for the weak
couplings of lepton pairs, ' high-energy neutrino
processes acquire a structure which is well suited to the
testing of Regge-model notions. In the simplest inelastic reaction, /+cV
f+N+7r, rather detailed
features of the theory become accessible for test in a
striking way. This is particularly true for the neutrino
+ p+1V+sr, which is the topic of Sec.
reaction v+cV —
II. Results for the corresponding electroproduction
reactions (e or
(e or p)+X+sr are obtained
in Sec. III. Certain qualitative features suggest themto more complicated
selves also for generalization
processes, again with definite observable consequences.
These are taken up in Sec. IV.
~

~

Is)+E~

'

j.

* Work supported in part by the U. S. Air Force Once of Scien-

tific Research, under Grant No. AF-AFOSR-69-1629 and Contract

No. AF 49(638)-1545.

General implications of locality are discussed by T. D. Lee
and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 126, 2239 (1962); A Pais, Phys. Rev.
Letters 9, 117 (1962); A Pais and S. B. Treiman (unpublished).
PIn the last paper the factor a on the left-hand-side of Eq
should be replaced by d'o/dsdt
'Diffractive aspects of high-energy neutrino reactions have
been discussed by C. A. Piketty and L. Stodolsky, in Proceedings
of the Topical Conference on Weak Interactions, CERN, 1969
(unpublished).

It is a familiar implication of Regge-pole dominance3
+ two-body reactions that all
for strong two-body —
helicity amplitudes for a given process share a common
phase to leading order in energy, where this phase is
determined by the signature factor of the dominant
Regge traj ectory. For the diGerential cross-section
spectrum this entails the vanishing, to leading order
in the energy, of correlations that are odd under reversal
of all spin and momenta (e.g. , correlations of the form
o kt Xks). Such quasi-2'-violating effects erst arise only
in an energy order corresponding to interference between
the leading and next ranking trajectories. It is this
"phase" property of Regge theory that we shall especially focus on here. We suppose that it, along with other
standard aspects on the theory, can be carried over to
weak and electromagnetic analogs of two-body —
+ twoe.g. , p+X fs+1V+sr,
body strong interactions,
e+1V e+E+7r. The experimental implications are
especially rich for the neutrino-induced reactions. Here,
because of the presence of parity-violating interactions,
odd correlation terms formed solely out of momentum
vectors (terms of the kind k~ ks)&ks) are now permis-

~

~

(18).

For delniteness we consider the Regge model to be a ReggeIn what follows the, reader will And comments at
appropriate places concerning the extent to which statements are
~

pole model.

actually independent

of speci6c pole properties.

